
So... What’s Nu? 
Sandton Shul 

Are delighted to welcome The Unity 
Sefer Torah, as well as the Ambassadors 

from El Al. 
Beruchim Haba’im 

Cholent Lunch 
Maish Preskow our Choir Master is our 

honoured guest this Shabbos at our 
cholent lunch and the community is  

warmly invited to join us in honouring 
Maish at the lunch. 

Mazeltov! 
Births 

Ivan and Brenda Segal on the birth of a 
granddaughter 

Rabbi Ari and Tali Segal on the birth of a 
daughter 

Phillip and Esther Karter on the birth of a 
grandson 

Natalie and Reid Poll on the birth of a son 
Richard and Cheryl Treisman on the birth 

of a grandson 
Daniel and Tarryn Hoffman on the birth of 

a son 

Birthday 
Maish Preskow on the occasion of his 70th 

birthday 
Joshua Gordon on the occasion of his 21st 

birthday

Got a Halachic Question? 
Need a quick answer 

Sms or WhatsApp Rabbi Shaw on 072 6966535 or 
e-mail davidshaw@sandtonshul.co.za 

Davening Times 
Shacharit 

Monday and Thursday – 06h00 & 06h45 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday – 06h15 & 

06h45  
Sundays and Public Holidays – 07h00 & 

8h15 

 Mincha – 18h15 

Rosh Chodesh / Fast Day / Chol Hamoed 

1st Minyan – If any of the above falls out 
on a Tuesday, Wednesday or Friday the 

service will commence at 06h00. 
2nd Minyan – Davening will commence at 

06h30  

Bridge Bridge and More 
Bridge 

Our pairs tournament Bridge Club 
commences on: 

Monday 27th February 2017 

Time:  09h30 to 12h30 
Cost:    R70/player 

Contact Harelle on 0118834210 / 
harelle@sandtonshul.co.za to book your 

table /place at a table 

AND 
In a few months, we will be starting 

Supervised Bridge for beginners. Should 
you be interested - contact Harelle  

SECURITY 
CSO Security / Medical Emergency & 
Information Number: 086 18 000 18. 

Edited by Rabbi Suchard 
Published by Sandton Shul 011 8834210 / 

sandtonshul@sandtonshul.co.za 

L’Chaim to the Trees 
by Rebbetzin Tziporah Heller 

Happy New Year! 

No, I'm not locked in a time warp. Tu B'Shvat, the 15th of the Hebrew month Shvat, is the New Year for Fruit 
of the Trees. 

And according to the mystic tradition, Tu B'Shvat is a day of great significance. Why? 

THE TORAH AND TREES 

The Torah admonishes us not to destroy anything needlessly. Even when besieging an enemy city, fruit 
trees may not be destroyed. 

Unlike the terseness that so frequently characterizes the written Torah, a reason is explicitly stated. The 
Torah tells us that human beings are like the trees of the field (Deut. 20:19).  Our roots are securely 
embedded in terra firma.  Our first experiences with reality are physical and tangible.  Then we grow 
beyond our roots.  We extend our branches toward the heavens as we search for connection and meaning.  
We devote our lives to the production of “fruit.”  We yearn to leave an enduring mark that we too were here. 

 

THE TREE OF LIFE 

in the Garden of Eden, where there were two trees – the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil and the Tree of 
Life. When Adam and Eve were banished from Paradise, angels armed with fiery swords prevented them 
from returning to the Tree of Life. (Genesis 2:9 and 3:22-24) 

The Tree of Life was in the centre of the garden. It gave us the spiritual nurture that made us not only 
human, but also enabled us to be holy. It had the power to do so because it was the mystic embodiment of 
the Torah, before that holy book was put into words. 

We no longer live in a world characterized by refinement. Instead of being nurtured by the Tree of Life, we 
are all too conscious of the taste left by the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil. That other tree 
offered us the desire for evil that is as vivid as our desire for good. 

 

Candle Lighting:  10 Feb – 6.15pm 
Mincha:   6.15pm  
Havdalah:   7.27pm 
Parsha:   Beshallach 
Haftorah  Maurice Hockman 
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15 Shevat 5777 
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Tu B'Shvat is the day we learn once more how to cultivate ourselves.  On Tu B’Shvat, we redefine how we 
regard the world by committing to sanctify our eating.  We try to eat less impulsively and more with higher 
awareness. 

This striving is articulate in many communities by sitting down together and having a Tu B’Shvat Seder.  At 
such a Seder, fruit is eaten.  While savouring the fruits, try to envision their root, the source of all life.  Let 
yourself savour the spiritual essence of the Land of Israel, by eating its produce. 

Most of all, have a Happy New Year! 
 

Beyonce’s Big Birth Reveal 
by Slovie Jungreis-Wolff 

Beyonce broke the internet with her announcement on Instagram that she is expecting twins. In just eight 
hours she broke the records for the most liked photo, getting 6,481,207 likes and over 350,000 comments. 
With headlines like ‘What a Reveal’, Beyonce’s rather bare images were shared around the world, offering 
an intimate glimpse into her latest journey to motherhood. 

We all wish the entertainer well. Her words thanking fans for their well wishes and gratitude for her double 
blessing is beautiful. But perhaps we should take a moment to consider the way we share the most intimate 
moments of our lives. Because it is not just entertainers and superstars who post their bodies and expose 
their inner lives for the world to comment on. This has become the way we live. 

We broadcast our lives. Not a trip is taken, roll of sushi eaten, trophy given, without first snapping a photo 
and posting it. Every accomplishment – from potty training our kids to attaining a higher position in the 
office – is publicly announced and displayed for all to see and comment on. 

Most of the millennials I spoke to about Beyonce’s photo just shrugged it off. “This is what everyone does. 
We don’t even think about it,” one woman said. 

Maybe that’s the root of the problem. We have stopped thinking before we push send. 

“Yes,” she nodded. “I bet if we gave it a bit more thought, half these pictures wouldn’t end up online.” 

The risk we face is that we forfeit our privacy. We reveal parts of our most intimate selves. Boundaries that 
were once held sacred are now casually crossed. 

This is not about body shaming or restricting self-expression. It is about finding balance between the public 
and private domain of our lives. It’s about living with nobility, modesty and self-respect. 

Judaism encourages us to enjoy your blessings, but to do so modestly. Leave the public display behind. This 
is the key to tranquillity and inner peace. Walk with dignity. Don’t flaunt your life. Not everything is meant 
to be broadcast and shared with the world. 

Radiate your spirit without having to be the centre of attention. Maintain the privacy of your inner 
sanctuary. 

When it comes to pregnancy, Judaism gives us a most beautiful expression. We congratulate the expectant 
parents with the Hebrew words b’sha’ah tovah – a favourable hour. This is a prayer of sorts. We pray for 

good health and a successful entry by this new soul into the world. We traditionally do not give gifts before 
the baby is born or celebrate baby showers. There is so much that is out of our hands. Sometimes these 
innocent souls come into this world suddenly. Anyone who has been witness to a birth and hears the 
constant heartbeat monitor knows the trembling felt when there seems to be trouble. Holding that baby in 
your arms and hearing the first sweet sounds of a new-born wailing, one experiences a level of joy never felt 
before. We don’t take the life that we are carrying for granted. Birth is truly miracle. 

So to Beyonce -- and all those expecting babies -- b’sha’ah tovah. May you have an easy pregnancy and merit 
to raise healthy twins. And I offer this prayer to everyone. Let us never take our time here for granted. Let 
us resolve to hold onto the sanctity of our inner selves. Value time together, family life, and the hidden 
blessing that rests within our homes. When we live with gracious modesty, we plug into the dignity that lies 
within. May we raise our children in good health and joy. 

FUNNY THINGS: Colonel Wong’s Chopsticks 
Moishe and Miriam were having lunch at a Colonel Wong's, the local kosher Chinese restaurant. Moishe 
noticed that the table had been set with forks, not chopsticks. He asked why. 

The waiter said, "Chopsticks are provided only on request." 

"But," Moishe countered, "if you gave your patrons chopsticks, you wouldn't have to pay someone to wash 
all the forks." 

"True," the waiter shot back, "but because you Jews don't know how to use chopsticks we would have to 
hire three more people to clean up the mess." 

 

Our Sandton Jolly Seniors Club 
Food for thought with Rabbi Shaw! 

Join us on Wednesday mornings for a fun morning! 
Bring your friends! 

Time:  10h00  Venue: Games Room 

Shabbat Halacha 
By Rabbi Suchard 

One should refrain from eating a large meal after 3pm on a Friday afternoon in order to be 
hungry and to enjoy your Shabbat Meal (O.C. 24 9:2) 
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